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In this paper we consider a quadrature method for a hypersingular integral equation arising from a 
boundary integral formulation for the Neumann problem in a two-dimensional domain with smooth 
boundary. We prove that this method is equivalent to the trigonometric.Galerkin method. Consequently, - 
we obtain stability and asymptotic error estimates in the scale of Sobolev spaces. Finally, we present 
some numerical tests. 
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0. Introduction 

Suppose the set ci c R2 is a bounded and simply connected domain with a smooth boundary 
r := Oci, i.e., I' is a C°°-curve homeomorphic to the unit circle T := {x E C = R2 : lxi = 1}. 
Then the Neumann problem of Laplace's equation consists in seeking a function f on ci such 
that

Lf = 0 in ci, -f Ir = h on ci,	 (0.1) 

where ii is the exterior normal to ci at the points of r. Note that (0.1) admits a solution if and 
only if h satisfies

Jh(Y)dvl'=o.	 (0.2) 

We shall solve this problem and determine the boundary values g = fir off on r via a boundary 
integral method. In order to get a numerical solution of the integral equation, we shall apply 
the simplest discretization scheme, i.e., the trapezoidal quadrature rule and the corresponding 
quadrature method. 

There are a lot of different boundary integral equations equivalent to the Neumann problem 
(0.1). The most popular variants lead tt Fredholm integral equations of the second kind (cf., 
e.g., [6, 5, 3]). However, following this procedure, we have to compute integrals including a 
logarithmic kernel function. These logarithmic integrals appear either on the right-hand side 
of the integral equation or in the computation of g via the ansatz formula which includes the 
solution of the integral equation. For the quadrature of these integrals, the trapezoidal rule is 
not sufficient. A good approximation can be achieved by product integration rules or by some 
special subtraction methods (cf., e. g., [11, 12]). In order to avoid these troubles we prefer 
another direct variant of boundary integral equation.
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We shall seek f in the form of the representation formula including the unknown function 
g. We differentiate the representation formula in the direction of the normal ii and consider the 
boundary values on F of both sides of the equation. Using the well-known jump relations, we 
obtain a first kind integral equation for the unknown function g, where the kernel of the integral 
operator is hypersingular. Thus the integral is to be understood as a finite part integral (for 
finite part integrals of boundary integral operators cf. [41). The right-hand side of the boundary 
equation contains the adjoint double layer integral with density h. Note that this integral has 
a smooth kernel. The hypersingular integral operator is a pseudo-differential operator of order 
one.

We solve the hypersingu.lar boundary equation using a quadrature rule based on the tra-
pezoidal rule. Note that this rule converges with optimal order for smooth periodic functions 
under the integral. However, in the case of hypersingular functions we have to apply the sub-
traction technique up to the second term of the Taylor series expansion. In comparison to the 
method without subtraction a small modification term occurs. Without this term, however, the 
quadrature method would not converge. In a certain sense, the discretization of the boundary 
equation via quadrature and subtraction technique yields an optimal approximation. Namely, 
in case F = T the method is equivalent to Galerkin's method, where the trial space is spanned 
by the first n eigenfunctions of the integral operator. The results of this paper are quite similar 
to those obtained for singular integral equations (cf. [10, 8, 9]). 

In the first section we derive the boundary integral equation. We discuss its invertibility in 
the second section. In the third and fourth section we set up the quadrature method and prove 
stability as well as convergence. Finally, in the last section, we present numerical results. 

1. Derivation of the boundary integral equation 

The solution f of (0.1) is given by the well-known representation formula (cf., e.g., [6]) 

ir 0	 1 
1(x)	I —1ogI - yIg(y)dr - -	- y I h( y )dr , e c,	(1.1) 2r Jr Ov(y) Y	2 

where g := fir is the function we are looking for. We continue the field of normal vectors ii onto 
a neighbourhood of F, differentiate (1.1) in the direction of v and get 

0 7-)f(X)= 
2irirOv(i)19i(y)

1ogl 
1	

0 ---I - y I g ( y )dy l' -	ft	- y i h (y )dr.	(1.2) 

Now let i E 11 tend to x E F. The well-known jump relations (cf., e.g., [6, 5, 2, 4, 3]) yield, for 
any x E F,

r 0 J I-Mx - ylg(y)d11F -	----1og[x - y I h( y )dF + h(x). (1.3) 27r Jr Ov( x) Ov(y)	 2rr Ov(x) 

In order to substitute the variables in (1.3), we introduce a parametrization 
F 17(r),0 < r < 27r} such that-t'(-r) 0,7(0) = 'y(2r) and 7 is smooth. Furthermore, 
we suppose that Q is on the left-hand side of F, i.e.,
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= -i7 1(r)/17 1(r)I. (1.4) 

We identify the functions g and h on r with their pull backs go y and h 07 on [0, 21r] and write 
g(r) = g(-I(T)), h(r) = h(-Y(T)). Setting z = 7(r), y = 7(a) and multiplying (1.3) by 17'(T)I, we 
arrive at

2w	 1	 2,r 

	

k(r, a )g(a)da =	I7'(r )I h(r) + I ((r,a)h(o)da,	 (1.5) 
Jo	 2	 Jo 

10	0 

	

k(r, a) :=	 10gx — I Ii'(°)I 7'(7)I,	(1.6) 
20v(x)0v(y) 
10 

	

1(r, a) :=	10gx - y I b"(a)I 7'( T ) I .	 (1.7)
2ir0zx) 

Here k takes the form k = k 1 ± k2 with 

kj (r,a) := — 1 (v(x),v(y)) — 
27r IX - y12	7 (a)I 7F(VT)I	 (1.8) 

1  k2 (r, a)	
(z - y, VW) (x — y '	) 17'a)I 17'( r )I .	 (1.9) 
- ir	lx — y 

The kernel I satisfies

I(r, a) = ; ' . ;:" I7'(a )I 17'(T )I . ( 1.10) 

As it is well known, the kernel I is the adjoint double layer kernel, k2 is the product of I and 
the double layer kernel and I and k2 are smooth. The kernel k1 is hypersingular. Thus the 
integral on the left-hand side of (1.5) is to be understood as a finite part integral. Note that 
the substitution y = 7(a) in this finite part integral is justified since the integral arises from a 
boundary integral method for an elliptic partial differential equation (cf. [4]). To make the form 
of k more precise, we first consider the special case r = T, 7(r) = 7o(r) = esT. For this case, 
we denote the corresponding kernels k, k1 and k2 by k0 , k0,1 and k0,2 , respectively. Taking into 
account that v(x) = x, v(y) = y and I7(r)I = I-y (a)I = 1, we obtain 

ko(r, a)— 12(z—y,x)(x—y,y)—(z,y)Ix—y12
(1.11) 2r	 Ix-y14 

The identity

Zj 22 (21,22) = Re :1:2 = Re ( 21 
— )(

Z
— ) = (—, —), ye T	 (1.12) 

implies

ko(r,a)
1 2(x/y 1,z/y)(z/y - 1,1) — (x/y, l)Ix/y — 

= - 2ir	 Ix/y-1I4 
1 2[1 - (x/y, l)][(z/y, 1) — 1] — (x/y, 1)[1 + 1 - 2(x/y, 1)] 

- 27r	 Ix/y-l14
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12(x/y, 1)— 2 -	1 (x/y,x/y) + (1,1)— 2(z/y, 1) 
- 27r lXly -

	- 2r	lXly - 
-	1	1	1	1 
-	2ir xlv - 1 2 = 2r Ix - yI2	

(1.13) 

For an arbitrary curve F, we conclude 

k = k0 + kA + k2 - k0,2 , kA := k1 - k0,1 .	 ( 1.14) 

As we have mentioned above, the kernel functions k2 and k0,2 are smooth. The formulae (1.4), 
(1.8) lead to

1.1	
71(1-))	(7(ç(a) -YO,(,)) kA(r,a) = -	17(1-) - y(a)I 2 - 70( T ) - 7o(a)121	

(1.15) 

11 (7'(a),y'(r))I70(r) - 70(a)12 - (_1(o),7f(r))I7(r) - 7(a)12 }. 
=	 7(r) - _y(a)1 2 170(r) - 70(c)12 

Obviously, the last function is smooth for r j4 a. By 0 (I r - a I') we denote a function of order 
IT - al T for Ir - 01 -* 0. Then the Taylor series expansion gives 

7'(a) = 7'(r) + y"(r)(a - 1- + 7',,( r ) 2	- ) 2 + 0 ( I 7 - a 1 3 ),	 (1.16) 

.y(a) = y (r ) + 7((T-)(or- 1-) + 
7" ----(T) (a - r) 2 + 1_1-) (a - T)3+ 0(I - 

Substituting this into (1.15), we get 

kA (r, a) -
	i(7'(r),7'(r) + 7"(r)(a - r) + 2 T (a ( _ 7)2) 

-	2ir	71(r)I2I7(r)I2Ia - rI + O(lr - aI)
2 

X 7 	-1-) + 11(a - r) 2 +	(a - 

1 —(7(r),(r) + 7g(r)(a - r) + 2 T (a - r)2) 

2,r	I71(r)l2I7(r)I2k' -	+ O ( l r - aI) 

X 7 	- r) + 21-)(a - )2 + 2 1-) (a - r)	 (1.17) 

1	 00 - aI) 
2r I_r(r)I2l%(r)l2Ia - rI + O(Ir - all) 

-	1 {(-(r),-y"(r)) - h'"(r)l 2 +	I .yl( r)I 2 }Ir - al + 0(I r - 
-	 l7l(r)I2I7(7-)I2Ia - rI + 0 (1 1- - 015) 

From this formula and the smoothness of the terms 0 ( l r - a 1 5 ) we conclude that the kernel 
kA (r,a) is smooth for r - a, too, and the only non-smooth part of k (cf. (1.14)) is the kernel 
k0.

Finally, let us give explicit formulae for the kernels k and 1. From (1.10), (1.4), and (1.16), 
we deduce
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1	1	'(a)l (7(r) — 7(0), i7'(r)) 
J	2F	I (r) - -1(091 (1.18)(a)I l(r,ci)= l

	
(7"(r),i7'(r3)	 if	a=r. r	l7'(T)l 

The kernel k is given by (1.14), where kO, kA , k2 and k0,2 take the following forms: From (1.13), 
we get

ko(r,o)_-- 1	1--	 (1.19)47r 1 — cos(r — a) 

for r 54 a. Using (1.15), (1.17) as well as 7o(r) =	we obtain 

j2(1 — cos(r — a))(7'(a),7r)) — cos(r — 0)17(r ) — y(a)I2 if 
kA 

 (1 — cos(r — a))Il(r) — 7(0)12 (r,a)	

{	
i	'(r),"(r)) —f"(7 	+ T21-fl(r)12 

21	 17'(r)12	
if a = r. 

(1.20) 

Formulae (1.9), (1.16), and (1.4) lead to 

J_ ('y(r) — 7(0), i71(r))(7(r) — 7(a), i7'(a)) if ar 
I7(r)-7(a)I k2(r,a) = {

	

i (7"(r),i'r))	 if a = r. _____ 	
(1.21) 

4' 

From this and i = 7o for r = T, we conclude ko ,2(r,a) = —1/4ir. 

2. The invertibility of the hypersingular integral operator 

Let K stand for the integral operator defined by the left-hand side of (1.5) and K0 for the 
corresponding operator K over the special curve T. By H' (s E R) we denote- the Sobolev 
space of order s over the periodic interval [0, 2r]. If 1k stands for the k-th Fourier coefficient of 
f, then one norm in H' is given by

(	 1/2 
If 11H := t i/al2 +

	

	lkI2'i/kI2J 
0$kEZ 

Theorem 2.1 (cf., e.g., [2, 3]): For K and K0 , we have the following assertions: 
i) The operator K acting in L 2 is an unbounded selfadjoint operator. 

ii) The functions r —* e, k E Z are just the eigenfunctions of K0 . - The eigenvalue corre-
sponding to r '—* eT is equal to IkI/2. 

iii) Let s e E. be arbitrary and consider K as an operator from H' to H''. Then K is 
Fredholm with index zero. The null space of K is spanned by the constant functions, so the 
image space of K is orthogonal to the space of constant functions. 

27 Analysis. Bd. 11, Heft 3 (1992)

(2.1)
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Proof: Let us start with ii). Of course, the sequence of functions {r '— e 1 } is an orthogonal 
basis of H'. In order to show that r '—* is an eigenfunction of K0, let us set 1(x) := x c i f 
k > 0 and f(x) := (xk) if k <0. Obviously, f satisfies (0.1) with 

h(x) = —f(x) =

	

ixi	'H ixi"} = ikI{f( j ) ixi_ 1 }, x E T.	(2.2) 
01' 

Hence, h(r) := h(e lT ) = ikie cT . Furthermore, we have g(r) := fir(etT) = ecT. Formula (1.18) 
for y = 7o implies Io(r,cY) = 1/41r . Consequently, formula (1.5) with k = k0 and 1 = 10 yields 
ii). Moreover, from (2.1) we deduce that K0 : H' —+ H' 1 is a bounded Fredholm operator with 
index zero. 

As we have seen in Section 1, the kernel function k is the sum of k0 and a smooth function. 
Hence, K is a compact perturbation of K0 and the_Fredholm property as well as Ind K = 0 
follows. Assertion i) is a consequence of k(r,r) = k(u,r) (cf. (1.6)). Thus it remains to prove 
that the null space of K is the set of constant functions. Surely, the constant functions are 
contained in the null space. Indeed, this follows if we set I g const. and h 0 in (1.5). In 
other words, all what we have to show is that any function of the null space is constant. 

Suppose g satisfies Kg = 0. Since K = K0 + KR with a smoothing operator KR, we get that 
Kog = -KRg is a smooth function. From ii) we deduce that g is smooth, too. Let I denote 
the solution of the Dirichlet problem /2f = 0 in 1, fir = g and denote the smooth function 
(Of/Ou)ir by h. Then (1.3) and Kg = 0 imply 

1 P 

2	21r Jr Ou(x)l0	— y i h(y)dF = 0.	 (2.3) 

The integral operator on the right-hand side is a well-known invertible boundary operator (cf. 
[6, 5]). Thus h 0 and the solution of the Neumann problem L\f = 0 in 1, (Of/Ov)ir h is 
constant. The boundary value g = fir is constant, too. U 

For a numerical computation, we need an operator equation with invertible operator. The-
refore, we replace (1.5) by the following modification: 

	

I0 2w
1	 p2ii 

	

k(r, a)g(u)d + a = -i71(r )i h(r) + I 1(r, cr)h(ti)da, / g(o)dcr = 0.	(2.4) 

	

2	 Jo	 Jo 

Here (g, a) E H' C is unknown. The operator K on the left-hand side of the equations (2.4) 
is a Fredholm operator with index zero which maps H' C into H' 1 C. From Theorem 
2.1 iii) we conclude that the null space of K is trivial. Hence, K : H'C —* H'- 1 ®C is 
iii'ertible. Thus, for any right-hand side, there exists exactly one solution of (2.4). Moreover, if 
(g, a) is the solution of (2.4) and h satisfies (0.2), then a = 0 and g is just that solution of (1.5) 
which satisfies the second equation of (2.4). The general solution of (1.5) is g + C, where C is 
a constant. 

Finally, let us introduce some notation. Define ..\ € L(H',C) and L € L(H-) by 

	

p2w	 p2w 
A(g) := I g(cr)da, Lh(r) := / 1(r,a)h(o)da.	 (2.5) 

	

Jo	 Jo 

Setting 9 := (g, a)T and / := (h, o)T, the equations (2.4) take the form K 9 = J, where 

I -1 1 	+ Lh	 (2.6) K = [	id]LhL	0
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3. The discretization of the integral equation 

Suppose n is an even and positive integer. We set a, := ') := 27rj/n. Then the trapezoidal 
rule for the approximation of an integral is given by 

J

2w	2ir° 
f(a)d—>2f(o,).	 (3.1)

j=o 

Beside this quadrature, we use also the rule 

Jf(a)da	f(a), I(k):={jE Z: 0jn-1, jk+1 mod 2},	(3.2) 
0 •	-.	jEl(k)	-	 - 

where k E {0, 1,. . . , n - 1) and the mesh width is 4r/n. This quadrature applies if the function 
f is singular at 0k• In other words, we shall use (3.1) for the integrals of the functions g, 1(7-, -)h 
and kR(r, •)g, where kR := k - k0 = kA + k2 - k0,2 . For the integral of ko(r, .)g, we apply (3.2). 
Note that we could have used (3.2) also for the integrals of 1(r, .)h and kR(r, .)g in order to avoid 
the computations of7 11,7 11' (cf. (1.20), (1.21), and (1.18)). 

Now the discretization of the integral of ko(ck, •)g via (3.2) and subtraction techniques goes 
as follows: First note that if g'(a) is the derivative of a -* g(a), then (-i)e"g'(a) is the 
derivative of e' t' -+ g(a). Thus we can write (cf. (1.13)) 

21r 1r (2w g(a) - g(ak) - (i)e i g(ak)(eiU - ewk) / ko(ak,a)g(a)da	
— J	Ie'° - ebokI2

	
doJo

1	2w
Ie Ic _ewkI_2da 

27r 0
( 

+(-i)e'9'(ak

	

	
2w

)(--)J (eta - e)Iew - e* 7k I_ 2da. (3.3)
r o 

From Theorem 2.1 ii) we deduce 

I0 2w
1 J2 g(a) - g(ak) - (_i)e_Iakgl(a)(ec - e') do,ko(ak,a)g(a)da = —;
	 Ietu._ ethYkI2 

1 +(—i)g'(ak).	 (3.4) 

Applying (3.2), we arrive at 

I0 

2w 1 
ko(ai, a)g(a)da -(-i)g'(ak) 2 

4ir	1 g(a,) - g(ak) - (_i)c 10kg'(ak)(eI - e') 
n	2ir - ekI2 jE!(k) 

27*
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( 1	2	ei'k) — 1 
+ E je'aj	ei0kI2J jEI(k) 

(2	 1 
+g(cYk) 1_ >2	— ,Ei(k) e'" — e k I 2 }

g(a,)
(35) 

— e20k12 jEI(k) 

We get

1	2	et(,ok) — 1 1 
- + - >2 le' — etkI2J f 2	n jEI(k) 

12 =	-+ -	
e°' - 1 = 1 + 

2	1	e0/2 
—	- >2 (ei

- 1 
2	n	(e'aj — 1)(e°	- 1) ,Ei(k) 2	n	 — 1)	—2 jEI(k) ' 

n/2-1 12 n/2-1 1	1 
- 

=	+ —(—) >2 >2 >2 e_i2(2l+1)l/? 
W(k) k=0 2 k,1=0 

1	1	 n/2-1
e_t2nt(fh/2)	= =	— >2 o 

k=O	n/2
(3.6) 

and

{2	 I 

JEI(k) Ic' - ekIJ 

2	 1	2 
=	 = >2

ew,f/2 - le— iajn/2  - 1 
n	(e''i - 1)(e' — 1)	n e'' - 1	ec, - 1	(_)2 

jEi(k)	 j€I(k) 
n/2-1	ff2-1 n/2-1 n/2-1 (3.7) 

=	-. >	>	 >2 e_ i2rjr/n = '' >2 L 
jEI(k)	1=0	r=0 2n r,1=0	u0 

n12-1 n/2-1	 n/2-i ff2-1 
=	>2 > >2 

&2 (I/(nf2) =	
>2 1 = 

1=0	r0	 u0 1=0	8

Substituting (3.6), (3.7) into (3.5) leads to  
j 

2,r	 n	2	g(a) 
ko(o,a)g(i)di —.	g(a) —	

e1', - et0k12	 (3.8)
jEi(k) 

This is the usual (3.2) quadrature rule supplied with the simple correction term ng(a)/8. Now 
let g(oj) and an stand for the approximate values of g(a,) and i, respectively. These values are 
to be determined by the following linear system of equations which is obtained by approximating 
the integrals in (2.4) with the help of the quadrature rules (3.1) and (3.8): 

>2	
g(a3) . 

+ - >2 kR(ok,o,)g(o,) + an 1 — cos(a, - Uk) jEI(k) 

=	I7'(ak)Ih(Uk) +	>2 l(Uk, U)h(U), k = 0, 1,. . . , n - 1, 
j=o 
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21r n-I
g.(-j)	=	0.	 .	 (3.9) 

Note that if we multiply the second equation of (3.9) by n/2ir, then we obtain a system of 
equations with a symmetric matrix. This matrix is even positive definite in the case of the unit 
circle T. 

4. The stability and convergence of the quadrature method 

The main point in the convergence analysis of method (3.9) is to show that the latter is equivalent 
to the Calerkin method with trigonometric trial functions. Thus let us denote the space of 

- trigonometric-polynomials span{e-: k-= -n/2,-n/24- 1,...,n/2 - 1}. by - Tn . Let R,_ stand --	--
for the interpolation projection onto T, i.e., Rn is given by 

n-I	 n/2-I 

	

R,f :=	f(o.,)t/.',	t(r)	'c:r)	.-	 (4.1) 
j0	 k= -n/2 

Now we identify the set of approximate values (gn(c,) : k = 0,. . . , is - 1) with the interpolant 
EZ gn(o)',. Taking into account this identification, the system of equations (3.9) can 

be considered as an operator equation in the space T	C. We denote the operators on the 
left-hand and right-hand side of (3.9) by Km and L,, respectively, and set y n := (g,, cs)T , := 
(h , 0)T as well as h := Rh. In other words, (3.9) is equivalent with K,9, =Ln h,, where we 
get

EL K - F Kn Id 1	1 R I7 1 I h + Lnhn ]
	

(4.2) 

	

_	I
L An 0 J' &ii!a[	o 

analogously to (2.6). We call the method (3.9) stable if the operators K, E L(T$C) are 
invertible for n large enough and if the norms of their inverse operators are uniformly bounded 
with respect to is. Here the norm of E L(T C) is the operator norm induced by the 
norm of L(H' C, H 3 C). Note that the stability implies that the condition numbers of 
the matrices Kn are of order is. Finally, let us denote the operators K, K. and Kn for the special 
choice I' = T by KQ, Ko,n and K0, , respectively. Note that K0 maps Tn into T by Theorem 
2.1 ii). 

Theorem 4.1 : For KQ and K0 , we get: 
i) The approximate operator Ko n is just the restriction of Ka to the space T ED C. 
ii) The method (3.9) is stable for any $ E R. 
iii) Let r > 3/2, r s > 1 and suppose h € H ?_1 . If g = (gn, an) ' is the solution of (3.9) 

and , = (g , cx)T the exact solution of (2.4), then gn - g (n - oo) in H T and an - a (is - no). 
Furthermore, we get 

II g - gIIH. 15 Cn3T II hIIHr_ I , Ian - al :5 Cn3TIIhIIHr_1,	 (4.3)

where the constant C is independent of h and n.
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Proof: Assertion i) follows if we prove that all the quadrature rules used in the discretization 
of (2.4) are exact. Obviously, (3.1) is exact for the functions from span{e : k = -n + 1, -n + 
2,. ..,n - 1) and (3.2) for functions from span{e : k = -n/2 + 1,-n/2 + 2,.. .,n/2 - 11. 
Hence, A n is the restriction of .X to T8 and it remains to show that there arises no error when we 
discretize (3.4). Obviously, (a) := g(o ) - g(c-,) - (_i)e'°'g'(ak)(e" - e a*) belongs to T8 and 

= (-i)e'(ak) = 0. Consequently, takes the form (e' - e'ok 	773ei(i_t/2)a. We
get

n-2 
e° - etk 12 =	

i.e(i_n/2)0(e - eb0k )2 (e - e*)2(_1)et0eb0k 
j=0 
n-2 

=
j=o 

and the quadrature (3.2) is exact for f(o) =	l)IC C - ekI_2. 
Now we observe that Kn = where K1 := Kn -K0,, is the usual discretization 

of a smoothing operator. The main pa7rt--KO,n of K, is the restriction of A to the space T8 C. 
Hence, K0,8 is equal to the approximate operator of the trigonometric Galerkin or collocation 
method applied to K0 . The main part of the operator is discretized by collocation and the 
smoothing part by quadrature. Thus the assertions ii) and iii) follow from Theorem 4.3 in (1] 
(or cf. the Chapters 1, 3, and 10 in [8)). U 

Corollary 4.1 : Suppose all the assumptions of Theorem 4.1 are satisfied and e> 0. Then 
we get

	

sup	Ign (7k ) - g ( o t)I < Cflhl2+_l]lhII Hr_1.	 (4.4) 
k=0,1 ,...,n-1 

Finally, let us note that the 1/2 appearing in the last equation is due to the Sobolev embedding 
theorem. In order to get better estimates in the supremum norm one has to replace the Sobolev 
spaces by Hölder-Zygmund spaces (cf. [7]). 

p=1(l' i =T) p='2 P= 10  
n err8 ord8 err8 ord8 err8 ord8 
4 4.69-10 -1 5.15-10-1 
8 5.11.10-2 -3.20 2.47 - 10_ I -1.06 

16 7.51 .10-4 -6.09 2.89 . 10-2 -3.98 8.68-100 -0.08 
32 8.87	iO -9.72 1.24- iO -6.98 1.86-100 -2.22 
64 3.57	10_12 -17.9 3.21-10 -8 -11.91 5.99.10-2 -4.96 

128 2.56-10-14 -20.26 2.81-10-4 -7.73 
256 1.41	iO -10.96 
512  1.13	10_11 -13.60

Table 1: fof(5.1), different pofl' p ,p= 1,2and 10. 
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6=3/2 45=5/2 6=7/2 
ti err,, ord,, err,, ord,, err,, ord,, 
4 3.75	10_i 7.33 - 10° 4.50-100 
8 1.92-10- 1 -0.97 5.02• 10-2 -3.87 535. 10 -6.39 

16 8.88• 10_2 -1.11 8.71-10 -3 -2.53 2.46 . iø -4.44 
32 3.91	10_2 -1.18 1.72• 10 -2.34 1.96• iO -3.64 
64 1.67 . 10_2 -1.23 3.48 . 102 -2.30 1.82 . 10- -3.43 

128 6.91 .10-3 -1.27 7.05-10 -5 -2.30 1.76• 106 337 
256 2.81 _10-3 -1.30 1.42-10-5 -2.31 1.73• 10 -3.35 
512 1.12 . 10 3 -1.32 2.81• 10-6 -2.33 1.70-10-8 335

Table 2: Is of (5.4), 6 = 3/2,5/2 and 7/2. 

5. Numerical results 

As a first example we consider the ellipse r := {yp(r) := (cos r,p sin r) : 0 < r 27r} and the 
harmonic function

f(x,y) := log{(x - 2)2 + y2} - 47r (log 2){j dzi}.	 (5.1) 

For the corresponding Neumann data h :=	over r, we have computed g := f jr,, using the
quadrature method (3.9). In Table 1 the error 

	

err,, :=	sup	i g( o t) - g,,(a)I	 (5.2)
k=0,1.... .,i-1 

as well as the convergence order

log(en) - log(e,,,2) (5.3)

	

ord,,	log(n) - log(n/2) 

is given for p = 1, p = 2 and p = 10, respectively. All computations are made with a maximum 
accuracy of 2 . 10_b. Note that a minimum value of ord,, is obtained when the error err, is near 
to 2 . 10_16. For n higher than this critical value, ord, increases again. However, we only list 
the computations, where ord, is decreasing. In accordance with (4.3), the order of convergence 
tends to infinity. 

Finally, we consider r and the analytic function 

fo(x,y) := {(x - 1)2 + y2}S/'2COS 16 arctan	- 1	 (5.4) 

with g := fir, E H' for s < 6+ 1/2. For 45 . 3/2, 5/2, 7/2, the errors and orders of convergence 
are given in Table 2. Again, the orders tend to the values (5 appearing in (4.4). 
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